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Chuck Breslin Takes Home First WSOP Circuit Gold Ring 

at Horseshoe Casino, Southern Indiana 

Chuck Breslin tops 506 player field in $400 Monster Stack NLH  

Chuck Breslin has taken down Event #6: $400 Monster Stack No-Limit 
Hold'em, defeating 506 entries for $33,922 at Horseshoe Casino, Southern 
Indiana. 

Bagging second in chips on Day 1, Breslin started Day 2 with 857,000 in chips. 
He managed to hold onto his chips throughout the day, making it to the final 
table in the middle of the pack with 1,200,000.  

It wasn't an easy day though he explains, "I had a very up-and-down day. I 
started the day with 857,000 and was down to as low as 495,000. I had a lot of 
difficult decisions, and ended up throwing those hands away."  
 
The final table lasted a little over 5-hours with most of the player five-handed 
or less. "Once we got five-handed, I knew whoever wins that ring earned it," 
he said. It took a little over an hour before Michael Bodner was sent to the rail 
in fifth place. 

Breslin found himself with a substantial chip advantage when he made it 
heads up against Charlie Dawson. After a short while Dawson had chipped up 
a fair amount, until he ran into Breslin's pocket jack's and was eliminated in 
second place. 



 

 

Being a dual rate supervisor and dealer, Breslin doesn't get a lot of free time to 
play poker. "I didn't play a single hand from April until August and then I 
played a tournament at Borgata last month, but I didn't cash," he said. 
"Unfortunately, this is the only event I had time to play this series as well." 

 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Chuck Breslin 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:   Bloomington, IN 

Current Residence:   Brownstown, IN 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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